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introduction

The Promise
of Brands
A brand is a set of perceptions and
images that represent a company. It is
a promise: the essence of what will be
delivered or experienced.

touch screens around the exhibition useful for
finding your way around.
The media plays a very vital role in our
industry and, to better meet their needs, we
are introducing this month a professional

Brands enable the consumer to easily identify

online press photo service, so that journalists

what a particular company offers and, over

may download high quality images of all

time, are developed through advertising,

aspects of TFWA and its events. All the core

recommendation, interaction… but most

travel retail media are here this week and we

importantly – through the real-life experiences

thank them for their continuing support; don’t

of using a product or a service. Brands can

forget our own daily coverage of the event that

provide an umbrella under which many

can be found daily on www.tfwa.com – another

different products can be marketed – providing

initiative designed to keep you all informed

a company with real economic leverage and

and abreast of each day’s activities.

strategic advantage within the marketplace.

Asia is travel retail’s most dynamic region,

They are at the heart of travel retail.

with opportunities galore for brands that

At TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE

can successfully introduce products and

this year, we are bringing you a record

concepts to meet the specific needs of the

1,888 brands! Global brands, regional and

shopper in this region. TFWA Asia Pacific &

local brands. Market leading brands, niche

GATEONE2ONE is the regional platform for

brands, classic brands, new brands. All are

showcasing brands that are new, innovative,

here this week in Singapore to meet with key

exclusive and, perhaps, destination-specific

stakeholders in the industry – from airports,

in the most premium and business-orientated

airlines, downtown shops, border stores

environment. But this week is not all about

and cruise ships/ferries. This week is where

formal business. Our social programme is

TFWA, as an Association, facilitates meetings

as varied, fun and dynamic as ever – and we

between all participants – whether on stand,

must thank our sponsors: Interparfums for

through our popular ONE2ONE prearranged

the Golf Tournament on Sunday and Tic-Tac

meetings service, which has this year been

for last night’s wonderfully relaxing Chill-out

extended to airlines, or through our many

Party at the beautiful Mandarin Oriental. The

social networking opportunities.

Welcoming Cocktail at Raffles on Sunday

How to optimise your week’s schedule this

evening was as sophisticated and stylish as

year has been at the core of our planning. This

ever and is such a great opportunity to meet

year has seen the introduction of the online

business partners, old friends and make

TFWA New Product Showcase, giving visitors

new ones… but for me the highlight will be

an at-a-glance guide to new products being

tomorrow’s Singapore Swing Party, this year

launched in Singapore. With details easy to

at GardenAsia – I cannot think of a more

upload by exhibitors, this system will also

appropriate spot to end the week.

operate for Cannes later in the year. Following

From all of us at the TFWA Marketing Team,

the successful introduction of a Smartphone

we hope you are having a very successful

The touch screens allow visitors to search

App for TFWA World Exhibition last year,

and enjoyable week here in Singapore.

an interactive floor plan by region, by

we are offering an iPhone and Blackberry

Don’t forget that after the event you will be

sector, or by brand. They are the ideal

App dedicated to TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

able to relive the best moments with the

way for delegates to find the quickest

ONE2ONE this week – and I hope you have

new-look Review, which will be online from

route to their next appointment.

taken advantage of its availability. Supporting

early-June. With brilliant photography, video

“The technology is very user-centric and

this, and adding to the efficiency of your week,

footage and interviews, you’ll feel as though

easy to navigate,” explained Santelli.

I hope you’ve also found the new interactive

you’re back in Singapore.

“We have provided the best interactive

Interactive
touch screens
TFWA has enhanced the exhibition experience
this year with the introduction of interactive
touch screens, in partnership with Tactineo.
Denis Santelli, CEO, Tactineo, explained the
technology to Ross Falconer.
The expansion of the TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE exhibition
to its largest-ever size, including The
Mezzanine on Level 3, has led TFWA to
introduce electronic navigational
tools for visitors.

map possible, which incorporates a

Santelli:
"We have provided
the best
interactive map
possible, which
incorporates a
search system
with multiple
criteria and a
user-friendly
interface."

search system with multiple criteria
and a user-friendly interface.”

This year has
seen the
introduction of
the online TFWA
New Product
Showcase, giving
visitors an at-aglance guide to
new products
being launched
in Singapore.

The next steps with the technology

also be utilised at TFWA World

will be very interesting. In the future,

Exhibition in Cannes in October.

it may be possible to use Near Field
Communication (NFC) enabled mobile
phones to interact with the touch screens.
The interactive touch screens will

Sylvie Lavagno
Vice-President Marketing, TFWA

Contact: Denis Santelli, CEO, Tactineo
Tel: +33 (0) 631 076 855
Email: dsantelli@tactineo.com

New this year:
Free wifi inside the exhibition halls.
SSID: tfwa2012@suntec
Password: tfwa2012
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01

01 Desigual’s Manolo Escudero,
Travel Retail Real Estate
Manager; Mila Alexandrova,
Strategic Planning Development,
Travel Retail; and Sergi Tomas,
Travel Retail Director.

02

02 Mirella Helal, Area Sales
Manager, Silhouette; and
Stefanie Pitzinger, Regional
Sales Manager, Jewellery
Division, Guess? Europe.

03

04
05

03 Shuzhen Lim, Assistant
Area Manager, Kipling Travel
Retail Asia Pacific; Beatrice
Düring, Travel Retail, Capella
Industries; and Pascale Tits,
Customer Service Travel Retail
Worldwide; Kipling.
04 Sabine Kromback, Travel
Retail Sales Manager, Minox;
and Karl Stoiber, Sales
Director, Duty Free & Travel
Retail, Silhouette.
05 Peter-Jan Rozenberg,
Schiphol Airport Retail
Director; and Pentrade Duty
Free Wholesaler’s Stana
Markova, and Philip Reidel,
Director.

06

06 The World Duty Free Group
Team: Juan Manuel Olmos;
Taleb Izmigna, Chairman;
Cristóbal Ayuso; David de
Miguel; and Javier Arrevola,
Global Head for Luxury.
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CHILL- OUT party
The spectacular Chill-out Party took place last night at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel.
Guests experienced an informal spa-themed evening in the fabulous outdoor setting, enjoying
the zen ambience and relaxing with a range of Asian massages.
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DFNI Awards
The 2012 DFNI Awards for Travel Retail
Excellence in Asia/Pacific took place last night.
Dubai Duty Free won the award
for Middle East Travel Retailer
of the Year. George Horan,
President, Dubai Duty Free,
commented: “I am delighted
that we have won this award.
It is recognition of the efforts
of all our employees, who have
done a fantastic job over the last
12 months. We have also done
fantastically from a revenue point
of view, with sales of US$1.46
billion in 2011.”

The winners of the DFNI Awards for Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific 2012.

The winners
Asia / Pacific Supplier of
the Year

Airport travel retailer of the
year in Asia/Pacific

Estée Lauder Travel Retailing

Nuance Watson (Asia)

Best Supplier Innovation
(introduced in your outlets
since April 2011)

Inflight travel retailer of the
year in Asia/Pacific
Singapore Airlines

Lancôme Visionnaire

Airport authority with the most
supportive approach to
travel-retail

Cruise / ferry travel retailer of
the year in Asia/Pacific
Star Cruises

Changi Airport Group

Best website serving the Asia /
Pacific travelling Consumer
Nuance Watson (Singapore) –

Best travel retailer operating
in a single country in Asia/
Pacific
King Power International Group - Bangkok
Suvarnabhumi International Airport

www.nuancewatson.com.sg

Asia / Pacific travel retailer of
the year

Best new shop opening in Asia /
Pacific
Korean Air A380 DFS

Nuance Watson (Asia)

Middle East travel retailer of
the year
Dubai Duty Free

TONIGHT! JOIN US AT THE
BACARDI OAKHEART LAUNCH PARTY
6pm-10pm, Harry's Bar, 9 Raffles
Boulevard, #01-75A, Millenia Walk
6 – TFWA DAILY
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EVENING events TFWA
Wednesday 16 May, 19:30,
GardenAsia
The stylish Singapore Swing

Asia
Pacific
Bar

Party is firmly established as
a highlight of the week, and

Wednesday 16 May, 08:00-19:30

this year evokes the magical

Thursday 17 May, 08:00-15:00

island of Bali, celebrating

Suntec, Level 3

traditional Indonesian music,
dance and culture. Set in the

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is

idyllic GardenAsia, delegates

conveniently-located on Level 3

will enjoy a Balinese

of the Suntec Centre, adjacent

buffet and spectacular

to The Mezzanine exhibition

entertainment to conclude a

area, and is firmly established

busy week of business.

as the ideal onsite networking
location. It provides the perfect

Dress code: Smart casual
Entrance by invitation only.
A shuttle service will be
available from all major hotels.
(Please note that the venue is
40 minutes from the Suntec
Centre. We advise using the

venue to meet up with clients
and colleagues in relaxed
surroundings.
Breakfast served from
08:00 to 09:30
Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00
(last orders at 14:15)

official shuttle service.)
Bar from 18:00 to 19:30
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watches & jewellery feature

01 Julian Mullins, Travel Retail Director, Pandora: “For
Spring Summer 2012, Pandora celebrates the enduring
beauty of nature with a decorative collection of jewellery
hand-finished to the highest standards from precious
metals, sparkling gemstones and lustrous pearls.”
02 Hanis Jamaluddin, Senior Manager Business
Operations & Store Development & Planning,
Rosendahl Timepieces: “The design of our Picto line is
very clean, minimalistic and simple.”

01

Not just a
pretty face
The latest trend for watches and jewellery features pieces that deftly
combine simple, chic style with the use of luxury materials and high quality
workmanship, and complex functions. Jessica Harvey reports.
With pieces inspired by romance,
love and nature, styles range from
timepieces with seductive black faces
through to jewellery and accessories
that tell a story. Let’s take a look at
the trends.

an eye-catching contrast that offers the wow
factor.
Swarovski’s (Stand E30) Crystalline watches

02
03

have a rich filling of floating crystals, which
are juxtaposed with a simple and minimalist
dial. “This watch, combining Swiss-made
with the best of Swarovski crystal, will retail

Over at Rosendahl Timepieces (Stand K16),

at an entry value of approximately 1250

inspiration comes from a mix of two main

(US$325) in travel retail,” commented Peter

sources: “legendary and contemporary”.

Zottl, Vice President of Travel Retail, Daniel

“By legendary, we refer to Scandinavian

Swarovski Corp. Zottl explained that colours,

minimalism and modernism. And, by

styles and themes derive from the company

contemporary we think of, and we look

investigating and betting “on the macro-

for, today’s new classics,” said Hanis

trends in fashion and lifestyle”. So, what are

Jamaluddin, Senior Manager Business

the trends?

Operations & Store Development &

“For Spring Summer 2012, Pandora

Planning, Rosendahl Timepieces. For

celebrates the enduring beauty of nature

instance, “the design of our Picto line is very
clean, minimalistic and simple”, but this is
kept new and fresh by “launching exclusive
colours for the travel retail market”.
And largely across the watches and
jewellery categories, it is the combination of

03 Swarovski’s Round Sphere necklace is said to
provide a contemporary interpretation of retrofuturistic styling. Metallic spheres covered in ‘Crystal
Rock’ evoke the combination of polished and brushed
steel, and gold and silver. The sculptural Round
Sphere bangle echoes the sophisticated necklace.
TFWA DAILY – 11
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with a decorative collection of jewellery

soul and expression,” explained Akyuz,

hand-finished to the highest standards from

adding that they represent “ancient symbols

precious metals, sparkling gemstones and

like karma, inner peace, tranquility and

lustrous pearls,” said Julian Mullins, Travel

happiness”.

Retail Director, Pandora (The Mezzanine

But it’s that sense of selling a concept and

305). “This season, pretty pastels and shine

the accessory being inspired by nature that

are in focus.”

really links it to the current trend. According

Meanwhile, over at Roberto Bravo (Stand

to Akyuz: “Nature, clarity and romanticism

C5), the top criteria is to generate a real

have always been unique elements for

bond between the consumer and the item;

Roberto Bravo designs. Each Roberto Bravo

in essence to “create a ‘lovemark’ concept in

collection has an inspiring story behind it.”

customers’ minds,” explained Murat Akyuz,

Rajiv Mehra, Director at Fortune Concept

Head of International Sales – Worldwide.

(Stand C21), agrees that it is important

“Emotional branding has an important

that “each brand has its own styling and

part in our marketing strategy. Our brand

philosophy”. He explained that, at Fortune

combines emotional connections and design

Concept, the company tries “to have a

through collection stories. We’re also aware

perfect combination and harmony between

of the need for intimacy in order to win

the brand image and the requirements of the

customers’ loyalty.”

target customers”.

Roberto Bravo has recently launched brand

Interestingly, while most are trying to

new lines, which consist of sophisticated

maintain a balanced approach to introducing

pieces with a stylish sense of simplicity.

new styles, there are always an innovative

“The new Silver Line, together with the

few, capturing attention by showing they

‘Phalanta’ and ‘Shamballa’ Collections, are

really know where the trends are heading.

the recent approaches of the brand for travel

“In May, we are launching new products

retail shops to maintain exclusivity. While

under the Flexi and Mosaic collection, which

‘Phalanta’ has an ultra-feminine chic look,

are travel retail exclusive,” said Peggy Wu,

‘Shamballa’ Collection, inspired by Buddhist

Managing Director at Pica LeLa (Stand

philosophy, is simple and eye-catching,”

E18). “Jewellery this season boldly goes

added Akyuz.

beyond: it curves away from the finger, puffs

Shamballa bracelets, the latest trend among

out from the wrist, and coils away from

Hollywood stars, have emerged to represent

the collarbone. Design goes 3D; geometry

positive energy and give off a ‘feel-good’

adds dimension this season. We have been

vibe. “Shamballa moves the negative energy

pushing the runway trends to everyday

away and symbolises the trio of the body,

wear, transforming luxury jewellery by using

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE WEDNESDAY 16 MAY 2012

04

05

04 Roberto Bravo’s ‘Phalanta’ collection
has an ultra-feminine chic look.
05 PT Switzerland/Fortune Concept is
presenting the new ESCADA watches
and jewellery collection 2012, which
includes the 925 sterling silver Audrey
piece. The finely polished ceramic
features transmit matte shiny light
effects and combine with the ESCADA
logo on the strap.
06 Peggy Wu, Managing Director, Pica
LeLa: “Being different from traditional
pearl jewellery, the new piece
‘Glamour’ underlines changes in
pearl jewellery design.”

innovative metals, semi-precious gemstones
and pearls to create the catwalk look and
feel.”
Wu added that she is also seeing “a renewed
desire to depict the beauty of nature”. The
new piece ‘Aurora’ uses “myriad colourful
expressions with dazzling sheen of colour
stones, conveying goodwill in life: love, faith,
hope, wealth, health, friendship and joy”,
she said. “Being different from traditional
pearl jewellery, the new piece ‘Glamour’
underlines changes in pearl jewellery
design,” commented Wu, describing how the
jewellery uses a variety of “cubic zirconium
and pearls, matching in perfect balance”
and “reflects the essence of femininity”.

Stunning new editions
Items within the watches category also
reiterate the rose gold trend. “We are seeing
a lot of growth in rose gold,” said Helen
Carnall, Commercial Manager at Sekonda
(Stand A22). “On the gents side, we are
seeing a lot of popularity in leather strap
chronograph models and we have some
stunning new editions in the range.”

06

Sekonda is launching a collection of new
‘Partytime’ styles, which takes inspiration
from romance. “The Union Jack heart watch
is likely to be extremely popular in the world
of travel retail,” commented Carnall. She
added that the Seksy wristwear by Sekonda
collection is also moving into some new rose
gold styles.
Abhijeet Tiwary, Country Manager for
Singapore & Malaysia, Titan Watches
(Stand L7), explained how inspiration
and trends, although currently linked
with nature, are really just a reflection
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of people’s lifestyle needs mixed up with
aspirations. “For instance, our Octane

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE WEDNESDAY 16 MAY 2012

10

07

range, with chronographs and sporty looks,
is inspired by men’s fascination with speed.
While our Orion range, having movement
complications and design distinction, is
inspired by the marvel of constellations.
Titan Raga has been inspired by ethnic India
and the different elements of nature, Nebula
by paisley and floral patterns, whereas the
High Tech Self Energised [HTSE] draws its
design inspiration from the most complex
self-energising bodies built by mankind –
space stations, satellites and spaceships,”

Time Design, which are positioned to take

Exciting launches

said Tiwary.

advantage of impulse buyers looking for

Frederique Constant is introducing its own

gifts for loved ones.

new jewellery line. “We are launching this

Capturing the imagination

Also appealing to the impulse buyer’s

year our very first jewellery collection, the

Titan has launched a series of exclusive

mindset are Pranda Group’s (Stand A17)

Frederique Constant Double Heart

Spring/Summer timepieces for men. The

recently launched new spring/summer

Jewelry Collection, which is based on the

Titan Automatic uses an intricate watch

watch and jewellery collections. “These

successful Double Heart Beat Collection,”

mechanism that recognises the slightest

include Baldessarini, Cai and Merii,”

explained Ogier. A Double Heart Beat

turn of the wrist to power its own precision

explained Chanat Sorakraikitikul, Assistant

element is incorporated into each

movements. Besides this, Titan will also

Managing Director, Pranda Group.

jewellery item. “The collection ranges

be presenting a series of exclusive men’s

“Baldessarini, the luxury men’s fashion

from diamond-accented pieces to more

watches in its flagship range ‘Edge’. “The

and accessories brand which is famous for

opulent variations encrusted with full-cut

new collection, which will see its worldwide

its passion for quality and fine details, will

diamonds, to bright and colourful pieces

launch during the July-September 2012

present a herringbone pattern bracelet.”

adorned with semi-precious stones,”

quarter, is aptly code-named Skeletal Edge,”

For Caï, an international lifestyle brand,

added Ogier.

commented Tiwary. “Skeletal Edge watches

both men’s and women’s silver jewellery

Rosendahl is also weighing up the

is being presented, while Merii, a classic

possibilities of launching to market a

fashion jewellery brand, is showcasing a

top-secret new timepiece that aims to

feature the classical Edge movement, but
have a good part of the dial transparent.”
Another watch company keeping busy is

08

new collection for daily wear. “The overall

be accessible to a wide demographic.

Frederique Constant (Stand G21). The firm’s

collection reflects simple form, but use of

“We have some exciting months ahead

travel retail sales grew by 20% last year,

high quality craftsmanship and material,”

of us,” said Jamaluddin, revealing that

plus the company also enjoyed double-digit

said Sorakraikitikul.

the launch will occur in the autumn, so

growth in the first quarter of 2012, according
to Adrienne Ogier, International Sales
Manager, Frederique Constant. “The watch
sector enjoyed strong results in 2011 and we
expect sales to continue to grow in 2012. Our
clear aim is to grow our turnover again by
20% worldwide,” she explained.
Not resting on its laurels, Frederique
Constant has already begun putting new
styles into the travel retail marketplace. “We
have added a new model to our bestselling
Double Heart Beat collection – Black
Beauty,” said Ogier. “The Index Moon
Timer is a fine addition to the collection.”
New to the Scorpio Distributors (Stand K28)
portfolio is the Timberland range of Quartz
watches. “An inflight range has been created
for airline buyers worldwide, while 22 skus
are available to selected regional ground
stores,” said Richard Kennedy, Sales &
Marketing Director, Scorpio Group.

09

Scorpio will also be displaying new models
within its Aviator watch range, Avalanche
Quartz watch range, as well as the classic
Swiss line Jacques du Manoir. In addition,
Scorpio will be showing off new jewellery
and watch sets for Pierre Cardin and

07 Sekonda is launching a collection of new
‘Partytime’ styles, which takes inspiration from
romance. “The Union Jack heart watch is likely to be
extremely popular in the world of travel retail,” said
Helen Carnall, Commercial Manager, Sekonda.
08 The Titan Automatic uses an intricate watch
mechanism that recognises the slightest turn of the
wrist to power its own precision movements.
09 New to the Scorpio Distributors portfolio is the
Timberland range of Quartz watches. “An inflight
range has been created for airline buyers worldwide,
while 22 skus are available to selected regional
ground stores,” said Richard Kennedy, Sales &
Marketing Director, Scorpio Group.
14 – TFWA DAILY
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retailers should keep their eyes peeled

the boundaries both in terms of pricing

for Rosendahl’s launch of “a brand new

and style.” Meanwhile, Whitehouse will

and revolutionary watch design at a very

launch new lines by Adorn in the autumn.

competitive price”.

Jobber added: “Suffice it to say that, once

Tim Jobber, Sales Manager at Whitehouse

again, the collection by Adorn will have

(Stand A27) commented that “following

some interesting designs at prices that

the 2011 launch of KROC watches, such as

will reinforce the brand’s competitive yet

the sub-£10 (US$16) sports negative ION

stylish position in the market.”

line and the snap-on range for both young

Meanwhile, Joanne Nixon, Director

and old, the industry can be reassured

of Marketing & Sales, explained that

that the new models will further push

Jacques Farel (Stand N8) is “launching

12

11

many new and exciting kids and youth
models for travel retail” this spring.
It’s a busy time for watch and jewellery
brands and certainly there are some
very lovely trends for chic simplicity,
nature and romance amidst monochrome
faces and dazzling jewels that all aim to
generate a buzz and attract attention.
Nixon observed: “Being innovative is
always a gamble, but finding new
trends and trying to be ahead of the
game is really what keeps you in the
industry nowadays.”

10 Chanat Sorakraikitikul, Assistant Managing
Director, Pranda Group: “Baldessarini, the luxury
men’s fashion and accessories brand which is
famous for its passion for quality and fine details,
will present a herringbone pattern bracelet.”
11 Adrienne Ogier, International Sales Manager,
Frederique Constant: “We have added a new
model to our bestselling Double Heart Beat
collection – Black Beauty. The Index Moon
Timer is a fine addition to the collection.”
12 Whitehouse is introducing the sports watch
brand KROC. The range of KROC watches
includes a buckled negative ION model, a snap
on strap with removable Citizen movement dials
and the multi wrap-around snake models in
various colourways.
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Ones to watch
Equss (Stand G18) is launching new
collections in three categories this summer.

14

The new collections include jewellery,
watches and ladies’ accessories, which will
be available to travel retailers, as well as
major international resellers and at the new
Equss concept store at Muscat International
Airport in Oman. “These summer collections
carry the theme of ‘classically exquisite’,”
said Alex Chaves, Equss Managing Director.
“As the theme suggests, they are designed
with our appreciation for the beauty of the
classics and the inspiration of the liveliness
of modernity.” Chaves added that Equss’
new jewellery collections are “inspired by
the femininity of nature”.
Toscow (Stand L29) will launch a brand
new collection ‘RIO’ at TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE. This collection will be
launched initially in travel retail, with a few
designs to be travel retail exclusive. “Our

designs, adding a final touch of luxury,

latest collection ‘RIO’ was inspired by the

while the entire collection is available in two

Rio Carnival which I visited a few years ago,”

colours – coral and ivory.

explained Toscow General Manager Francis

Jewellery and watch designer Misaki (Stand

Ng. “I was dazzled by the colours and joy of

G31) has also designed a new collection

the Rio Carnival and wanted to bring out a

with a distinct tribal essence inspired

collection that was alive with passion.”

by a futuristic, wild and savage vision

Toscow constantly reviews its sales

of contemporary beauty. “Soft, smooth

performance to identify trends. “For

pearls contrast with the rough texture

example, silver coloured rhodium plating

of materials and the collection features

generally is more popular than gold plating.

earrings, necklaces, chunky bracelets,

However, we see there’s a very strong

stacked bangles and earthy and stone-

comeback of gold plated jewellery in recent

coloured rings, and also combines sculpted

years. As a result, ‘RIO’ features 18k gold

wooden elements and natural fabrics, such

and rhodium plated versions to target

as braided leather and rope,” said Paola

different consumers’ preference.”

Grazia, Misaki Director of Marketing and

Frey Wille (Stand J30) is presenting the

Communication.

Magic Sphinx collection. The Sphinx

Misaki’s new Spring/Summer 2012 watch

represents hope, dreams and the power

collections include: The Shark Collection,

to create, and is a powerful statement

inspired by the graceful silhouette of the

collection. 24kt yellow gold bands line the

shark. This line is available in eight different
versions, with their array of dial colours

15

including grey, brown, black and blue. The
Scubaqua timepiece collection, designed
for professional divers, is also available in
a variety of colours and mixes solid cases
with a unidirectional rotating bezel and
luminous numbers to help read the time in
the dim light underwater. “The Scubaqua
range is available in five different models
and two variants: the fun, exciting Scubaqua
Fashion Series and the more temperate,

16 – TFWA DAILY
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classic Scubaqua Pro Series, both designed
to exceed the highest of standards, with

16

their cases forged from solid stainless
steel and simple yet sophisticated dials. All
models are water resistant up to 20 ATM,”
commented Grazia.
Misaki also offers the Delight collection,
which features a streamlined case band
topped by a bezel set with white dazzling
crystals. “Beautifully contrasting elements
enable the modern, glamorous woman to
harmonise her timepiece with each and
every outfit,” said Grazia. “The Delight series
comes in nine different models with different
bracelet looks, from a stainless steel bangle
to shimmering pearls or coloured leather.”
Meanwhile, the Spell Charm range has
an interchangeable cultured pearl charm
suspended from the strap and is available
in eight different colour variations: white,
black, bronze, blue, fuchsia, red, apricot and
blue. The Premium Collection, for Misaki’s

crystals along with cultured pearls.

most discerning customer, uses leather and

Lambretta (Stand B26) is moving forward
with its newest addition, a World Time
Chronograph called Avanti. “Inspired by

13 Joanne Nixon, Director of Marketing & Sales,
explained that Jacques Farel is “launching many
new and exciting kids and youth models for travel
retail” this spring.
14 Toscow is launching a brand new collection
‘RIO’ at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. This
collection will be launched initially in travel retail,
with a few designs to be travel retail exclusive.
15 Frey Wille is presenting the Magic Sphinx
collection. The Sphinx represents hope, dreams
and the power to create, and is a powerful
statement collection.
16 Lambretta’s newest addition is a World Time
Chronograph called Avanti. Inspired by racing
watches from the 1960s and 1970s, it has a
modern contemporary touch.
17 Misaki has designed a new collection with a
distinct tribal essence inspired by a futuristic, wild
and savage vision of contemporary beauty.

the 60s and 70s racing watches, but with
a modern contemporary touch, Lambretta
Avanti is retro,” said Beatrice Düring, Sales
Director Travel Retail, Capella Industries AB.
“The analogue/digital movement capsuled
in a carbon fibre dial holds features such as
world time for 58 cities, lap times, an alarm
and a backlight.”
Lambretta is also showcasing the Cielo
Mesh collection. “Lambretta Watches now
strengthens the Cielo Collection with three
new models, all with mesh bracelets in
beautiful metallic shades, always with the
intention to please women and give them the
opportunity to coordinate their style with an
ultimate fashion accessory,” added Düring.

17
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2012 is shaping up to be a good year
for Dubai Duty Free, with sales in
the first quarter showing a year-onyear increase in consumer spending
across all terminals and across all
categories. McLoughlin explained
that the growth can be attributed to a
number of factors.
“Of course, Dubai International Airport
continues to attract an increasing number of
passengers and our job is to ensure that we

Her Majesty The Queen receiving a bronze model
of the Darley Arabian from Dubai Duty Free’s
Executive Vice Chairman Colm McLoughlin to
mark her Diamond Jubilee. Also present at the
royal presentation were Salah Tahlak, Senior Vice
President-Corporate Communications, Dubai
Duty Free and Sinead El Sibai, Vice PresidentMarketing, Dubai Duty Free.

continue to achieve a high penetration level
and high spend per passenger. I think we
achieve that very well, and having the right
product mix and ensuring that our staff are
all motivated and have maximum product
knowledge is a key factor in this,” he said.
Reaching a new annual sales record in 2011
was quite an achievement in its own right,
but the year featured several highlights,
including an all-time new daily sales record
on Dubai Duty Free’s 28th anniversary on
20 December. As a result of marketing and
promotional activities, sales reached US$1
million per hour over a 24-hour period,
meaning a new daily record of US$24
million. Sales of US$1.64 billion are forecast
for 2012 and, so far, Dubai Duty Free is
right on target.
“We are constantly looking at ways of

Dubai Duty Free
achieves further
record sales

improving and enhancing our retail offer,
and as we cover an area of 18,000sqm
at present, that is an ongoing process,”
commented McLoughlin. “We recently
opened new flower shops in the arrivals
greeting areas of Terminal 2 Public Shop 8
and in Terminal 3. We have also introduced
Jo Malone in Terminal 3 and that has been
immediately successful with travellers, with
sales in the opening weeks of US$70,000.

Dubai Duty Free achieved record annual sales of US$1.46 billion in 2011
and that success has continued into 2012, with growth of +14% in Q1. The
operator is focused on enhancing its retail offer, with exciting developments
including the opening of Concourse 3 next year, as Colm McLoughlin,
Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty Free, explained to Ross Falconer.

Our retail focus is now very much on the
opening of Concourse 3, which is going to be

Dubai International Airport will grow from

and dedication of all of our employees,”

Complex at the Lycee Jean Baptiste Pointe

a great addition to our retail offer.”

the current 60 million to 75 million. Capacity

commented McLoughlin.

du Sable School in the town of Saint Marc.

The retail area in Concourse 3, which

will then grow to 95 million with Concourse

In addition, Dubai Duty Free was presented

McLoughlin said: “We were very happy to

opens early next year, will cover a further

4,” explained McLoughlin.

with the Business Traveller Middle East

announce the donation of US$500,000 to

award for ‘Best Duty Free Shopping’ for the

the Hand in Hand for Haiti charity and are

layout, it will be similar to Concourse 2

Award-winning

11th consecutive year at the ceremony held

delighted that the funds will go towards the

(departures Terminal 3). However, the width

Dubai Duty Free was recognised at the

on the eve of the Arabian Travel Market

construction of a sports facility, which will

of the retail area will be wider, meaning a

Global Traveller Awards last December

(ATM) in Dubai.

be a fantastic addition to the school which

greater flow for passengers during peak

for ‘Best Duty Free Shops’. “It is a great

Meanwhile, in April, McLoughlin was

the travel retail industry has supported.”

times. “What is very exciting is that with

endorsement of the operation that we

presented with the ‘DFNI 25th Anniversary

the opening of Concourse 3, the capacity at

continue to win and reflects the hard work

Lifetime Achievement in Duty Free Award’

Sports sponsorships

for his outstanding contribution to the travel

Dubai Duty Free is noted for its sports

retail industry. He said: “I am extremely

sponsorships. It recently concluded

honoured to be recognised by DFNI for this

the 20th Dubai Duty Free Tennis

one of a kind, lifetime achievement award.

Championships, which was hugely

I am always the first to say that I have a

successful. It also sponsored the US$5

great team of management and staff behind

million Dubai Duty Free race as part of the

me and they should also be recognised for

Dubai World Cup, which is the richest race

Dubai Duty Free’s success.”

meeting in the world.

8,000sqm and in terms of product mix and

“We have also successfully completed

Jamal Al Hai, Senior Vice President, Strategy & Development, Dubai Airports; Anita Mehra, Vice President, Marketing
& Corporate Communications, Dubai Airports; H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai; George Horan, President, Dubai Duty Free; and Salah Tahlak, Senior Vice
President, Corporate Communications, Dubai Duty Free.

Charitable initiatives

a visit to Newbury Racecourse for the

Dubai Duty Free has always been

Dubai Duty Free sponsored race meeting,

committed to helping worthy causes and

which was attended once more by HM The

the establishment of the Dubai Duty Free

Queen. We were delighted to present Her

Foundation in October 2004 just formalised

Majesty with a bronze model of Darley

that process, providing a structure in which

Arabian to mark her Diamond Jubilee,” said

to raise funds and allocate donations.

McLoughlin.

Dubai Duty Free’s support for Hand in

Looking ahead, the Dubai Duty Free Irish

Hand for Haiti, the travel retail industry-

Derby will be staged in June, the Dubai

funded educational initiative, went a step

Duty Free Shergar Cup takes place at Ascot

further as the airport retailer announced

in August, and the Dubai Duty Free Golf

a US$500,000 donation by the Dubai Duty

World Cup will mark its 20th anniversary

Free Foundation to finance a new Sports

in November.
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Show opens

International Airport and Kuala Lumpur

Patrón
perfection

International Airport, among other airports.
“Here at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE, we are looking to secure more
listings with airports and airlines, and also
finalise our plans and programmes for next
year,” said Santos. “In Asia Pacific, Patrón is

Patrón is showcasing its portfolio of

growing fast. In the last three years, we have

Patrón tequilas, as well as the ultra-

more than doubled sales in the region.”

premium Pyrat rums and Ultimat ultra-

He reports a busy first day at the show, with

premium Polish vodka. A particular

lots of meetings.

highlight is the Patrón XO Café, which

Patrón products are now available in 130

Vince Santos, Vice President, Asia Pacific,

airports worldwide, and more than 700 duty

explained is its number one SKU in the

free outlets. The company posted a 49%

Asia Pacific region. “It is so popular

increase in total global travel retail sales

because of the taste,” he commented.

in 2011. In addition to availability in airport,

“The best salesman is the product.”

cruise line and land border stores, Patrón

Patrón XO Café is growing in all markets

is also listed for onboard duty free sales on

and is present in many of the major duty

major world airlines.

free outlets in the Asia Pacific region. Most
recently, it has been launched at Incheon

Stand H31

The traditional lion dance signalled the opening of
the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE exhibition
yesterday morning. The dance is performed to ward
off evil spirits and bring good luck to the show.

Hilfiger
adding
value

Tommy Hilfiger is already present in the
likes of Singapore, Hong Kong and China,
with the latter holding probably the best
potential of all. “The performance has been
very good in the existing stores, so we’re
very happy with that,” Faisst said.
The polo shirts are still the top-seller,
but a number of other products have also
become established in the travel retail

Tommy Hilfiger’s latest range of young and

market, including the small leather goods,

fresh fashion items is being presented as

which have proved to be very popular.

the company aims to make the most of the

Faisst explained that one of the key goals

potential in the region.

at this year’s event is to meet with existing

“Asia-Pacific is the most important growth

customers to discuss how further value can

region for us,” stated Georg Faisst, VP

be added. “We’re hoping to look into new

Global Duty Free & Travel Retail. “If you

opportunities and work out how we can

look at travel retail, traffic development

optimise our service,” he said.

and airport development, Asia-Pacific is
outperforming the other regions.”

Incredible
Ingenuity

Stand H4

also doing very well inflight. 400 pieces per
month are sold onboard KLM.”
In only a year, Dayan has developed more
than 150 points of sale in airports throughout
the five continents for the PARKER brand.
Also being showcased is GUESS
JEWELLERY, for which David Dayan took

PARKER is doing exceptionally well in Asia

over the distribution less than one year ago.

and is already present in several of the main

More than 70 points of sale are currently

Asian airports. David Dayan, International

open in airports. The brand is now being

Director, L.A.T.R. explained that the brand

introduced in Asia, following strong success

continues to develop and will soon be

in North and South America, and Europe.

present in airports in China, Malaysia and

“GUESS JEWELLERY is very popular and

the Philippines. Special furniture has been

after the show, we expect to open several

developed for airports and operators, and

points of sale in Asia,” said Dayan.

this is designed to give strong visibility to

L.A.T.R. is also looking to grow its portfolio

the brand. The new Ingenuity collection is

of brands. “Brands know our experience;

an innovative new writing system, which

we have more than 20 years of experience in

Dayan said is doing very well. “We introduced

travel retail,” added Dayan.

Ingenuity in China last month. The reception
has been incredible,” he commented. “It is

Stand F26
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Pal
Zileri
targets
Middle
East

Mellin said many of Braun’s clients are

The space
race

reviewing their pre-ordering options,
including those in Asia Pacific – where this
has been less of a priority in the past.
Braun has around 30 meetings scheduled
during the show with existing clients and
new potential customers including China

Braun has noticed an increasing trend

Airlines and Eva Air.

towards pre-ordering its electrical devices

Braun Inflight has a range of goods ranging

as carriers seek ways of freeing up space on

from its Pro Health battery powered

airlines – while offering more travel retail

toothbrush, which sells for US$16 to its

goods to passengers.

Series 7 men’s shaver which costs US$229.

“In Scandanavia pre-ordering is by far the

It also has household electrical goods sold

Pal Zileri is expecting a busy few days in

main business because of the VAT and

at Dubai Duty Free.

the exhibition as it looks to establish a

higher duties,” said Klaus Mellin, Travel

greater presence in the travel retail market.

Retail Sales Agent.

Stand E13

The men’s fashion brand is already well
presented in domestic retail markets in
China, Russia and the Middle East and
Mohamed Snoussi, Duty Free Director, Pal
Zileri, explained that he is hoping to use this
presence to leverage the company’s position
in travel retail.
“We are trying to get into two main
airports in the Middle East – Dubai
and Doha,” he said. “We are already in
Hong Kong but we would like to build
a presence in Mainland China.”
Elsewhere, Pal Zileri is already present in

days,” Snoussi added. “We set up all of our

Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport in Russia and

meetings in advance of the show, but we

Snoussi explained that the brand would like

also have a new stand this year, which we’re

to enter the market in Moscow’s other major

hoping will attract more people to come and

airport – Domodedovo.

visit us.”

“We’re meeting a lot of operators from
China and the Middle East in the next few

Stand H18
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The
Mezzanine

Distinctive
designs
New exhibitor
Desigual has a lot of meetings planned with
airports and operators at TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE. Among the products on

Don’t miss the high-profile new exhibition
area – The Mezzanine. This prominent
and vibrant space is located on Level 3,
adjacent to the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, and
contains 17 exciting brands. Be sure to pay
The Mezzanine a visit.

show is a travel retail exclusive wallet, which
is designed to carry passports and other
travel documents and has generated good
feedback. Desigual is also presenting its
Autumn/Winter 2012 fashion collection.
“We plan to enter travel retail and also the
Asia region; this goes in line with our strategic
plan for the company,” said Sergi Tomàs
Pérez, Travel Retail Director, Desigual. Indeed,
the company is opening a store in Terminal 3
at Singapore Changi Airport next month.
The fashion brand is currently present in
airports such as Barcelona, Madrid, Paris,
Amsterdam, Rome, Munich, Miami, New York
and Los Angeles. It is also preparing to enter
the major hubs in Asia and South America.

Icewine
Ferrari
earphones evolution

Ciccolini. “This is the evolution of
the Icewine category. VICE is very
versatile and is making the category
hip and fun. It is so elegant in a Martini
glass, which elevates the whole
experience. It is very sophisticated.”
Ciccolini added that he is participating in

“The Mezzanine exhibition space is really

the ONE2ONE meetings service at this

working; the visibility is very good. Our
thanks go to TFWA for suggesting exhibiting

New exhibitor

year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE,

in The Mezzanine,” added Pérez.

VICE Vodka Icewine reports a very busy start

which he described as a great way to meet

to the show. Indeed, it is talking to many

potential customers.

The Mezzanine 314

of the Asia Pacific region’s major retailers.
“The Mezzanine is a great location. We

The Mezzanine 313

are very excited about the show and have
lots of meetings planned,” commented
New exhibitor

Steven Ciccolini, Export Director for VICE.

Travel Retail Innovations has been chosen as the

He explained that VICE is the world’s first

preferred supplier to distribute a range of new

and only Vodka Icewine. It is made with

technology products under the iconic Ferrari

100% Canadian vodka and 100% authentic

brand in travel retail. The products are the result

Canadian Icewine, and is a great example of

of a collaboration between Ferrari and Logic3.

product innovation. Indeed, VICE uses the

The Ferrari by Logic3 collection includes a range

Vidal grape, which is said to be the finest

of earphones, headphones and speaker docks.

grape used for Icewine.

There are two key styles on show at TFWA

“The pricing of the product is right.

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE – Ferrari

It is premium, but affordable,” said

Cavallino and Scuderia Ferrari – both of
which come in several colours.

The Mezzanine 307

Cheerful
bags

innovative
earphones
New exhibitor

We see huge potential in emerging Asian

A highlight at the Sennheiser stand is the

markets. We hope to meet up with as

CXC 700 ear-canal phones, which are an

many business partners as possible. We

extension to its Travel Line. Martin Low,

have many meetings planned and have

New exhibitor

Vice President – Consumer Business,

already done business on the first day of

First-time Barbara Rihl had a very

Sennheiser, described them as the perfect

the show.”

successful first day at the show, the lady

travel companion. An innovative feature is

herself reporting that several new listings

inflight and airport travel retail outlets.

the NoiseGard/digital system, which offers

have already been secured as the brand

Rihl said: “The bags are very light and

travellers a choice of three noise cancelling

expands in travel retail. “We are achieving

includes pouches to store passports and

profiles – one designed for travelling on

results and we have lots of meetings

other travel documents. There is a very

aircraft, one for trains and one for buses.

planned,” commented Rihl. “Travel retail

practical element to the bags, which

“A great thing about these noise-cancelling

is totally logical for the brand. My love for

are designed to lift people’s mood.”

earphones is that even when the batteries

travel is reflected in my work.”

She sees a lot of potential for the brand in

are flat, the traveller can still use them,”

Here at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Asia. New to travel retail, Barbara Rihl’s

commented Low.

ONE2ONE, Barbara Rihl is showcasing

travel-related bags, wallet and pouches will

He added: “It is our first time exhibiting at

a special concept for travel retail. The

soon be available at Paris-CDG Airport.

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. We

colourful bags feature travel related
motifs and are said to be perfect for

The Mezzanine 308

The Mezzanine 316

decided to do so because of the growing
importance of the travel retail business.
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Misaki
branching out

New
horizons

The wide selection of watches for men

In terms of the regional markets, Wille

and women is proving to be popular on the

explained that the “Middle East is booming”,

Misaki stand. The company is well known for

with the men’s products proving to be

its jewellery pieces, but over the course of

particularly popular. Japan and Korea have

the last year has successfully branched out

been highlighted as holding a great deal

into the timepieces market.

of potential, while Misaki is also enjoying

Philipp Wille, President, Misaki, said:

strong growth domestically.

“We’re not just selling watches on

Alongside the latest watch designs,

top of jewellery, we’re also targeting

Misaki is also presenting the new

dedicated watch retailers.”

‘Tribal Beauty’ jewellery collection. The

In the women’s lines, pearl, leather and metal

range features earrings, necklaces,

Travel Retail Jonathan Smith. “We are one of

strapped watches have all received positive

bracelets, bangles and rings.

the few global travel accessory companies

feedback, while the men’s Scuba range has

with a complete range, which is useful when

also been a big hit at the show already.

Stand G31

partners want fewer suppliers. The biggest
problem we have is making sure they have
enough stock.”
Smith said its spinner display at ground

Travel Blue has a series of back-to-

shops, which has key lines such as travel

back meetings during the show as

locks, and its pillow display stands are

it expands into domestic and travel

extremely popular with passengers.

retail markets in Asia Pacific.

He added that around a third of the meetings

“The Far East is an extremely important

at the show will be dedicated to discussing

market for us, and we have opened up

new deals with airport shops in the Asia

new offices in India and Shanghai. We are

Pacific region. These include potential deals

controlling things ourselves more and more

in Australia, New Zealand and China.

in our operations and not using so many
third parties as distributors,” said Head of

Stand D1
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Bestselling watches
Ice-Watch is using the show to consolidate

Manager Oliver Vanbrabant said its bestseller is

its move into travel retail and duty free

the white and black unisex Sili Collection which

during the last 12 months. Its six best

retails for SD$100. Ice-Watch concentrates on

selling models within its inflight selection

its six best selling models inflight, including the

are already listed on 50 airlines, including

Stone Sili Collection and the Chrono.

Eva Air, Qantas and Saudi Arabian Airlines.

Vanbrabant said Ice-Watch has become the

Its top performing listing is Air France, with

number one selling timepiece in the fashion

sales of up to 1,200 watches a month. It

watch segment in the French, German and

also has a point of sale at Singapore Changi

Dutch domestic markets.

Airport Terminal 2, which is maintained by
one of its partners.

Stand C10

Premium
and
original

Now it has been rolled out in the duty free
market in Malaysia, Thailand and Taiwan and
will soon be available at Incheon Airport.
Aucher said: “We hope that all of our
customers will see that Stoli Chocolat
Razberi should be on their shelves!”
The Himalayan Edition of elit by Stolichnaya
includes the purest water from the
Himalayas and a special limited edition

Stoli Chocolat Razberi and the high-end elit

batch of 300 bottles has been developed. 25

by Stolichnaya attracted a lot of attention

of these are available in the duty free market

during the first day of the exhibition. “The

and the high-end price-point of US$3,300

duty free market is about being more

reflects the quality of the product.

premium and more original and we can

SPI Group is also promoting the range of

satisfy both of these with our products,”

spirits for inflight sales. Recently, listings

explained Jean-Philippe Aucher, Global Duty

for Stolichnaya Vodka have been secured

Free and Travel Retail Director, SPI Group.

onboard both Philippine Airlines and Hong

The chocolate and raspberry flavoured vodka

Kong Airlines.

was launched in the US domestic market last
autumn and has performed extremely well.

Stand N22
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Mercedes-Benz
scent is a big hit

Frey
Wille's
travel
retail
success

Mercedes-Benz Perfume, the first fragrance

it widely available in duty free. It is already

for men, drew a number of visitors to the

available in the domestic market in the region

INCC Group stand on the first day of the

in the likes of Korea, Hong Kong and Japan.

exhibition. “We launched the product to the

“The Mercedes-Benz brand is obviously well

market in Cannes and we’re very happy

known around the world, but we are now

with the way it has been received. We’re

working on getting the brand known within

Asia-Pacific and the Middle East provide

using this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

the fragrance business,” explained Thibaud

the core of FREYWILLE’s duty free

ONE2ONE to present the product to the Asia-

de Vaulchier, VP Sales.

business and the company is making

Pacific market, before it becomes available

“The feedback we have received so far has

the most of this year’s show by meeting

in duty free worldwide in 2013,” said Rémy

been really positive as we prepare to launch

existing and potential new customers.

Deslandes, President, INCC Parfums.

Mercedes-Benz’ first fragrance for men into

“Because of the brand image, the price

The fragrance is currently available in

duty free.”

point and presentation, we’re slightly more

domestic markets, and the plan is to promote

selective because we have to make sure

awareness of the product ahead of making

Stand P26

that the passenger profile and the location
is right,” explained Wessam Elmona,
Director Duty Free, Worldwide, FREYWILLE.
This year, the company will open its
100th store, highlighting the success of
the brand in the jewellery sector both
domestically and in the travel retail market.

is inspired by the company logo.

“FREYWILLE is more than 60 years old but

Elmona added: “Our main aim is to

our duty free business is just 15-16 years

have discussions with our existing

old and we’re very proud of what we’ve

partners and also to hopefully be

achieved in that time,” Elmona said.

presented with some interesting new

The Magic Sphinx collection

prospects and projects to explore.”

is among the main lines being
presented here in Singapore, which

Stand J30
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even though we’re expanding our domestic

Inspired
by Rio

Singapore is doing very well and we’re
hoping to expand into South East Asia.”
Ng also explained that Toscow has identified
a trend, particularly among consumers in
the Asia Pacific region, for gold-plated items,

Toscow’s latest jewellery collection is

so the company is focusing on offering both

inspired by the Rio Carnival and it has

gold- and rhodium-plated pieces.

received a great response so far at TFWA

“We already have a good presence onboard

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

the major airlines in the region, so our

The collection includes a colourful pendant,

priority here is on upselling,” Ng continued.

ring and bangle and as outlined by Francis Ng,

“Basically, we’re looking at creating new

General Manager, the carnival is also reflected

business with existing customers.”

in the design and shape of the pieces.
“Travel retail is still the core of our business

Kings
of
export

operation,” Ng said. “China is very strong,

Stand L29

Singapore and Hong Kong.
The company already exports 60% of its
production and is spending 135million on a
new factory in Bulgaria.
“This will allow us to produce 20 billion
cigarettes a year and it is our aim to export
90-95% of our production,” said Shterev.
Its best selling international brand is The
King range, which includes The King Classic,

King's Tobacco is launching into travel retail

Gold, White and Menthol ranges.

and duty free with the hope this will account

Shterev said buyers had given an

for up to a quarter of its sales in three years.

enthusiastic reception to the packaging and

Marketing Manager Milen Shterev said

concept of its Corset superslim women’s

King's has more than 20 meetings lined up

range, which comes in a ‘lipstick’ pack.

at the show. It is having talks with buyers
in the Philippines, South Korea, Thailand,

Stand Q01

Looking for partners
First time exhibitor World of Patria

had meetings to discuss possible deals in

International is introducing a varied portfolio

Bali, Malaysia, Korea, Taiwan and Japan.

that ranges from super-premium spirits to

It has existing deals with around a dozen

Vivienne Westwood sunglasses. Director

airport shops in the Asia Pacific region

Kevin Baker said: “We are using the show

and is hoping to add China’s Xian Xianyang

to introduce ourselves to customers and

Airport to the list.

potential distribution partners. We have

The World of Patria International range

established ourselves as a global company,

includes Orbis Whiskey, which is a blend of

but we can’t be all things to all people. We

five aged whiskies from across the globe and

are looking to find like-minded businesses

retails for US$60. Its Follador Valdobbiadene

that have a similar mindset for innovative

Superior Prosecco sells for US$42.

and premium products.”
World of Patria International has already

Stand A26

Stand D1
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Dazzling
jewellery
Pica LéLa is exhibiting its Mosaic

Airline and Thai Airways. Lum said: “We

Collection, which includes a variety of

have seen huge potential in the travel

pieces in line with the latest jewellery

retail business and expect LCCs (low-

trends and colour schemes. Frank Lum,

cost carriers) to bring huge business

General Manager, Wellington Jeweller,

opportunities.”

explained that a signature piece in the
collection is Aurora. “We are launcing

Stand E18

Aurora here at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE,” he said. “It gives a very
elegant look, with a strong fashion touch;
the colours make it very fashionable. It
is good for inflight and airport duty free
store sales.”

Fresh
approach

Pica LéLa is also presenting a new range
of striking, statement watches, which
are particularly eye-catching, as well as
the Flexi Collection, which features edgy
designs and creative craftsmanship.

Zippo is Mavive’s top performer in travel retail
along with Police fragrances that includes the
To Be range selling at 142 for 125ml.
Khan said Mavive is hoping to close deals
with Delhi and Dubai Duty Free at Singapore.
“We are having a good show and we are

The brand is building on its strong

full with meetings. That’s because we

presence in Asia Pacific, where it is a
long-term partner with Qantas, Malaysia

Mavive is launching a new fragrance in its

have a great product range, including

Airlines, Air China, Eva Air and ERAMAN.

top performing Zippo range to appeal to

Pal Zileri, Police and Zippo. We have

In early-2012, it also teamed up with

Asia Pacific markets. Regional Manager

gaps where we hope to grow in Asia,

DFASS and King Power International to

Abbas Ali Khan said Into The Blue is aimed

the Middle East and Africa.”

feature its jewellery onboard Air Asia X,

at Japanese and Far East customers. “They

Peach Aviation, SilkAir, Mega Maldives

prefer a lighter and fresher fragrance.”

Aggressive
pricing

Stand L30

airlines and concessionaires during the last
year,” said Munday.
Munday said the inflight collection had
received an enthusiastic response. The
company has meetings at the show lined up
with Emirates, Inflight Sales Group Hong
Kong, China Air and Philippines Airlines.

Furla has launched an exclusive inflight

Asia Pacific is a key travel retail market

collection, which Head of Travel Retail Gerry

for Furla, representing about 40% of its

Munday described as “good product with

business in this category.

aggressive pricing”. The range includes a

Furla is expecting 70% growth in its travel

folding bag with shoulder strap in nylon and

retail sales in the next two years.

Nappa calf trim, which retails for US$160,

China has been a particularly strong

a Saffiano leather women’s purse with

growth area for Furla and it has

detachable shoulder strap for US$130, and

opened in Haikou Airport and CNSC in

unisex travel wallet, in onyx and cherry, for

Beijing. Next month it is opening in the

US$110.

Kunming Airport domestic terminal.

“We decided to develop an inflight collection
based on discussions we have had with

Stand E19
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the independent charity that looks after five
of London’s palaces, from which inspiration
has been taken to create the new jewellery
collections including Kensington, Swan
Royal and Royal Jubilee.
Butler added: “We have received a lot of
attention and coverage of late and we have just

2012 promises to be a big year for Clogau,

secured a new listing onboard Japan Airlines

which has created a range of special jewellery

for both international and domestic services.”

pieces in celebration of the Queen’s Diamond

A branded interactive display unit has

Jubilee. The Welsh company has a strong

also been developed by Clogau in an effort

Royal link as every piece of Clogau jewellery is

to secure business on the ground in the

the same gold as used by Royalty since 1911.

region. As well as showcasing the jewellery

“The last few years of really hard work is starting

pieces, the unit also includes an iPad, which

to pay off now and last year was a very important

provides information and videos on the

year for us with the Royal Wedding,” said David

fascinating Clogau story and each of the

Butler, International Sales Manager, Clogau.

jewellery pieces.

Earlier this year, Clogau announced a
collaboration with Historic Royal Palaces,

Stand B8

Keeping
princesses happy
Fervor is hoping to get listings with Chinese

Fervor already has 12 listings with airlines

and Singapore Airlines for its exclusive

including Qatar Airways, Fly Dubai and Air Asia,

jewellery as a result of potential deals at the

and is available at around 20 airport shops.

show. Shakeel Alibhai, Director Business

Alibhai said its Once Upon A Time range,

Development, said Fervor’s range of jewellery

which contains four necklaces and four

includes its affordable US$60 pieces available

earrings, has proven to be a huge success

at ground duty free shops. “It’s perfect for the

with inflight sales – with 6,000 pieces being

consumer that is looking for a quick buy and

sold since July. The Once Upon A Time gift

it comes in premium packaging,” said Alibhai.

set sells for US$60. “It’s a perfect gift for all

Fervor’s premium inflight Le Vie Parisienne

princesses,” said Alibhai.

range, which is made with Swarovski elements,
ranges in price from US$70 to US$250.

Agio
expansion

Stand P3

products – available in 12 case selection
packs and handy five-pack varieties.
Hans Rijfkogel, Export Manager, Asia
Pacific, said: “We’re very keen on China and
would love to meet clients from Japan.”
The Great Wall line is available in a fivepack in Vanilla and Original varieties. Agio’s

Agio Cigars is using this year’s TFWA Asia

contract with a respected Chinese cigar

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE to reinforce

factory in China – in place since 2008 – is

its presence in airports across Asia

helping to increase the visibility of an

Pacific. New travel retail exclusives,

already popular brand and there were

such as the TIP Filter, TIP Sweet 50 and

steady sales in the first four months of this

TIP Sweet have generated interest from

year. “Cigars are becoming more and more

Chinese customers and sit alongside

popular, and a wide range is necessary for

the Corona Panatella, Churchill Tubos,

Asia Pacific,” added Rijfkogel.

Panter and Mehari lines, as well as the
trademark Balmoral Dominican Selection

Stand E9
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Sky Collaboration
Skagen Designs is launching a new travel

“Japan is our largest export market, selling

retail inflight catalogue at TFWA Asia Pacific

more than 100,000 watches per year,” said Anita

& GATE ONE2ONE, as well as presenting a

Jensen, Commercial Director, Skagen Designs.

collaboration with famed Japanese designer

She explained that travel retail accounts for

Hiromichi Konno.

around 10% of Skagen’s revenue and it is looking

The new Ladies’ Hiro Collection of watches

to increase this to 15% by providing a good

– available from September – combines

assortment of inflight products, while staying

clean and clear designs with subtle

true to the heritage and fans of the Skagen

minimalist tones and features alongside the

brand. “We are sitting with a designer product at

slim Signature Skagen Collection, which

an affordable price-point,” she added.

is epitomised by cool blue and gold lines
replicating the sunshine of Skagen’s beaches.

Destination
luxury

Stand K18

the pieces are light, easy and compact
with a focus on uniqueness and versatility,
particularly the hooded scarves range.
Fabrics range from polyester and acrylic, to
cashmere, silk and even a bamboo mixture,
at price points between $60 and $1,000.
Good connections have already been made at

New exhibitor

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, following

Scarves by Destiny harbours big ambitions

meetings with Hainan and Sanya airports, and

for its travel retail business. Originally

the company is looking to make contacts and

developing luxury fabrics for family and

raise brand awareness worldwide.

friends, owner and designer Sharlene

“These are the right products for the right

Cathro has established solid foundations

show,” said Cathro. “Airlines are looking for

with an explosion of interest in the

something different and exclusive. We’re

Philippines, including the duty free sector,

looking to develop the next Prada or Gucci in

with her garments already proving a hit with

the scarf world.”

Japanese, Korean and Chinese travellers.
Featuring semi-precious stones and pearls,

Stand J02
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Looking
after business

TRAVELLIN' LIGHT
Tintamar launched an ingenious travel

Ajmal is showcasing some travel

and Oriental lines,” explained Salwa

retail exclusive Easy Travel Vest Bag at

retail exclusives this week, as well as

Khoriaty, Head of Travel Retail, Ajmal.

the show yesterday, designed to lighten

supporting existing clients. Unisex eau
de parfums launched this year include

Stand C2

the load of travellers through airports
and on any journey. Unzipped from a

Ambre Fruite, containing sweet and

pouch is a nifty tote bag that transforms

floral tones, and the Ambre Pimente

into a full-size sleeveless zipped

range, which blends a sharp masculine

jacket with pockets to hold everything

tone exuding a modern, edgy and

a traveller might need outside their

classy disposition.

checked in luggage. “Ready to wear,

Different from Ajmal’s traditional

ready to carry and easy to fly. This is

offerings, such as Accord Violet, Ambre

the perfect way to travel carefree and

Pimente aims to follow international

light, without forgetting any essential

trends with a musky scent for the

items such as passport, phone and

Asian markets. With over 60 years

cosmetics,” said Edith Petit, CEO and

experience in the fragrance sector,

Creative Director of Tintamar.

Ajmal has listings with Emirates, Saudi

The bags are trendy, in black or

and Etihad airlines. The company

taupe breathable high quality nylon,

is interested in looking into Asian

with pockets lined in different

markets, meeting operators and

colours for easy separation. With

expanding its distribution networks

four large pockets on the front and

this week.

one on the back large enough to

“My vision for Ajmal is to be

hold a laptop, tablet or newspapers

international. To be international you

and magazines, this lightweight

have to be focused and my objective

carrier in disguise is a winner!

is to understand consumers in this

This star product is a line extension

Easy Travel Passport, Easy Travel Vanity

region. Not all fragrances will cater for

from Tintamar’s hugely successful Very

and Easy Travel Jewel bag on its stand.

different markets, but we have a range

Intelligente Pocket (VIP) and is showing

of categories, such as our French

alongside the new Easy Travel Cash,

Stand H10
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PREFERRED
COOKIES
At its second TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

people buy our cookies, which are supplied

ONE2ONE, Jacobsens Bakery reports

in easy-to-carry tins of 20 cookies, 14cm in

keen interest in its best selling TIVOLI

diameter and unique in travel retail. We’re

fruit cookies, Teddy Bears and original

about to ship our four pack teddy bear tins

butter Danish cookie tin collections, which

to King Power Thailand on a ‘buy three get

are exclusive to travel retail. “We had a

four’ offer, which came about by some great

phenomenal 2011 and this year is really

contacts made here last year.

promising too. At TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE last year, we had over 25 requests

Stand Q7

from distributors to carry our range in travel
retail, but we want to be happy with the
business model and marketing strategy. We
are strong in the Chinese domestic market
and our sales tripled last year particularly in
border shops in China helped by our Hong
Kong distributor,” said Bo Keller, Export
Manager, Jacobsens Bakery.

Davidoff iDEAS
Sundowner Launch

Sales in Beijing and Shanghai have exceeded
expectations because the Chinese are said
to appreciate Danish cookies. Jacobsens

Over 120 guests thrilled to the loftiest

Director Duty Free, AP, Africa and ME;

Bakery’s aim at the show this year is to explore

view of Singapore with champagne, beer,

Ramzi Shaban, Director of Group Premium

opportunities for duty free partnerships

scallops and the tastiest canapes when

Brands & Global Duty Free; Andreas

with other distributors in countries such as

they attended the launch of Davidoff iD

Lemke, Regional Director Duty Free,

Thailand, Singapore and the Philippines, and

cigarettes hosted by Imperial Tobacco on

Europe/Americas/International Accounts

to expand even further in China.

the 63rd floor of 1-Altitude, 1 Raffles Place

and Julia Neumaier, Trade Marketing

“We would also like to supply to smaller

(former OUB Centre) last night.

Manager, Duty Free Asia Pacific/Africa &

retailers operating in Japan and India,”

Seen here: Sebastien Clausen, Regional

Middle East.

added Keller. “Gifting is the main reason that

Sizing
up well
International Masis Tabak is hoping its
unique range of Armenian cigarettes
will take a slice of the travel retail
and domestic markets in Asia Pacific.
“We are the only company in the
world that makes 12 different sizes
of cigarettes and we try to cater
for every possible market,” said
President Mikayel Vardanyan.
He said the company has 70% of the
Armenian market – despite having no
special tax advantages over its major
competitors. “We already export to the
United States, the Middle East, Georgia,
Russia and Turkmenistan. We now plan
to grow into Asia,” he said.
The company has meetings lined up with
buyers in Japan, Philippines, Singapore,
Indonesia and Australia during the show.

Stand M35

Please note that the following on-site contact numbers have changed since
publication of the Diary. We kindly ask you to make a note of these new numbers.
TFWA Office
Tel: +65 6821 0102
Fax: +65 6821 0108

Press Centre
Tel: +65 6821 0115

Travel & Hotel Desk
/ Pacific World
Tel: +65 6821 0120

Business Centre
Tel: +65 6821 0113
Fax: +65 6821 0114

Technical Partner /
Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +65 6821 0109
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Busy buyers

Afendi Dahlan, Project and Business Development Manager, Dr Group Holdings: “People are appreciating that the segmentation of
the market is based on location. We’re seeing a shift from generic Western products to more Oriental targets in Malaysia and the
Middle East. A lot of brands are willing to work with us and we’ve seen an increase in our monthly sales.”

Abdul Mohamed, General Manager, Candy Empire:
“I’ve been looking around and there seems to be a lot of
people here and there are even more stands than last
year. The meetings have been very positive and there are
a lot of new products, which is what I was hoping to see.”

Taleb Izmigna, Chairman, World Duty Free Group: “For
the region, this show is very good and it’s very interesting
to see all of the latest products. It helps to enrich
knowledge and it’s also very helpful to be able to see
everyone in one place.”

Randy Octamario, Sales Supporting Assistant Manager, Lotte
Duty Free at Jakarta International Airport: “It’s our first time
at the show and it is really impressive. I am looking for new
brands in the confectionery, jewellery and liquor categories
for our two stores at the airport, which cover 1,200sqm.”

“The show is exceptionally good and very impressive
when compared to last year, particularly with the addition
of The Mezzanine exhibition area,” said James Boo of
Duty Free Distribution, Malaysia. He is visiting the show
to look at whisky and cigarette brands.

Royal Duty Free Shop’s Jackie R. Garcia, Divison Manager
and Monina A. Lacson, Assistant Vice President. Lacson:
“We come here every year to re-connect with friends and
use it as a venue to look at products and brands. We’re
interested in Campeny’s packaging and products, for
example. We have had eight or nine meetings and have
more scheduled for tomorrow.”

Ray Jayasekera, Vice President, King Power Traveler
Company, who has more than 20 years experience in the
travel retail market, explained that he spent the first day
of the exhibition showing his clients around a number of
stands. “The exhibition is very impressive and all of my
clients are very happy,” he said.
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Bengaluru International Airport’s Terminal 1A is being doubled in size to cater for the increased demand for air travel in India. The project is expected to be complete in early-2013.

Bengaluru Airport's
commercial vision
As part of its ongoing Terminal 1A expansion project, Bengaluru International
Airport has ambitious plans in place for the new retail and food and beverage
(F&B) offering, as Sanjay Reddy, Managing Director, Bangalore International
Airport Limited (BIAL), outlined to Ryan Ghee.
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Enhancing the capacity may well be
the overriding aim of the expansion
of Terminal 1A, but ensuring that
the commercial facilities meet the
ever-increasing expectations of the
traveller is also high on the list of
priorities for BIAL.
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The airport – which opened in May 2008
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– has experienced an average annual
passenger growth rate of +18% and to
cater for the increased demand, Terminal

DAN HOGAN
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1A is being doubled in size. The project is
expected to be complete in early-2013.
At present, the retail plans have yet to be
finalised, but Reddy confirmed that they

Spend per passenger at Bengaluru International Airport is higher than at any other Indian airport. In total, nonaeronautical income accounts for 42% of overall revenue.
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are indeed “ambitious” and that “the final
product will be integral and true to the

and unified commercial space incorporating

is clear: to become the gateway to the South

region and travel mindset”.

key concessions alongside a food court,

of India, enabling the economic prosperity

“The retail assortment will be built around

gaming zones and a children’s play area.”

of this region by facilitating the region’s

two core concessions,” he explained.

“Right from the start, BIAL’s objective is to

connectivity to the world,” Reddy added.

“Bengaluru International Airport will offer

run an efficient airport,” Reddy continued.

To assist the investment in airport facilities

its customers shopping concepts where they

“We aim to create a more attractive

and services, a consistently strong

can browse at their leisure and pay where

environment, and duty free in particular will

commercial revenue stream is imperative. At

they like. The commercial facilities at the

be an important part of that objective. As

present, non-aeronautical income accounts

expanded terminal will be a more integrated

part of the retail renovation of Bengaluru

for approximately 42% of overall revenue

International Airport, we would like to

at BIAL, equating to the highest spend

introduce concepts to the airport that people

per passenger in Indian duty free. “The

would not expect in an Indian context.”

importance of non-aeronautical revenue
cannot be more emphasised today to build

Reddy: “As part of the retail renovation of Bengaluru
International Airport, we would like to introduce concepts to
the airport that people would not expect in an Indian context.”

Key commercial revenues

airport competitiveness in the current

As the fastest-growing airport in India in

dynamic market,” continued Reddy. “The

terms of passenger traffic, the continued

current expansion will enable us to take

expansion of Bengaluru International

the airport to the next step in terms of the

Airport is seen as vital to the economic

quality of retailing. It goes without saying

growth of the wider region. Known as the

that development of commercial revenues is

‘Silicon Valley of India’, Bangalore attracts

core to our overall business function.”

significant investment in fields such as

In addition to the financial benefits, a

information technology, machinery, biotech,

high-level commercial offering will also

medical tourism and education, and a well-

help to enhance the overall image of the

connected international airport is required

airport; something that again cannot be

to support further growth.

underestimated in an environment as

“The Bengaluru International Airport vision

competitive as that in India.
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